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Disclaimer
While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the material 
in this document, neither Centre for Economics and Business Research Ltd
nor the report’s authors will be liable for any loss or damages incurred
through the use of the report.

Authorship and acknowledgements
This report has been produced by Cebr, an independent economics and
business research consultancy established in 1992. The main authors 
of the report are Sandra Bernick, economist, and Scott Corfe, head of
macroeconomics. The views expressed herein are those of the authors 
only and are based upon independent research by them.

The report does not necessarily reflect the views of Barclays.
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Introduction

The UK possesses an impressive array of business
advantages and following the Scottish referendum and
discussions over devolution in the UK, the issue of country
branding and identity is increasingly being debated. Should
UK businesses be marketing their products as ‘Made in
Britain’? Or would ‘Made in England’, ‘Made in Scotland’
and ‘Made in Wales’ attract more sales? Should businesses
mention the origin of their products at all?

We surveyed over 7,610 individuals to find out if they’re
willing to pay a premium for goods made in Britain, England,
Scotland and Wales. We also found out what attributes they
associate with products from these countries. 

Our research shows that while British businesses are
currently reliant on the EU and US for most of their 
exports, they are actually very well placed to expand into
new and emerging markets – where consumers are willing
to pay the biggest premiums for British-branded goods. 

These new and emerging markets are also growing 
at a faster rate than our established trading partners,
meaning growth opportunities go hand in hand with
premium pricing.

Instead of focusing on seemingly saturated developed
markets, exporters should seriously consider looking
further afield. They can be more challenging to enter – 
but for those who persevere, there are opportunities for 
a greater return. There are bigger premiums to be had 
when products are marketed as ‘Made in Britain’. 

I hope you find this report both interesting and useful. 

One of the few certainties in today’s increasingly competitive global
marketplace is that exports are a powerful driver of economic growth.

Rebecca McNeil
Head of Business Lending
Barclays Corporate Banking
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£2.1bn
The potential premium british exporters
could unlock by branding their products
as ‘Made in Britain’ across the eight
countries in this study.
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Setting the scene – recent trends in UK exports

Figure 1 shows how the value of UK exports has struggled
to grow since 2011.

The chief driver of this weak export performance is that
the UK’s largest trading partner, the European Union (EU), 
is experiencing little or no economic growth. The latest
GDP data from the Continent shows the German economy
contracting, France flat-lining and Italy in a triple-dip
recession.

Figure 2 shows how this is reflected in British export
figures. Over the 12 months to July 2014 the value of goods
exported to the EU fell by 10.7%. Despite a 3.4% increase
to non-EU countries, there was an overall decline of 4.2% –
showing just how much the UK relies on Europe as a
purchaser of goods.

Around 50% of UK goods exported went to the EU in 
July 2014. This is down from 58% in the same month a
decade earlier. Our research suggests that businesses
could see exports grow at a faster pace if they rebalance
their markets away from Europe and towards new and
emerging economies, where economic growth and price
premiums on British goods are often higher. 

Figure 1
Value of UK exports, £bn

Figure 2
Value of goods exported to EU and non-EU countries, £bn

Despite forecasts anticipating that the UK is set to have the fastest growing 
G7 economy this year, growth is driven by consumer spending and business
investment rather than trade.
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“Over the 12 months to July 2014 the 
value of goods exported to the EU fell 
by 10.7%.”

Source: ONS.

EU            Non EU

Source: ONS.



The data shows that products exported vary significantly 
in England, Scotland and Wales, with machinery and
transport being the largest single goods export category 
in each country. However, after this, Scottish exports are
heavily influenced by whisky sales. In Q2 2014, beverages
and tobacco made up 23% of Scottish goods exports
measured by value, compared with less than 1% for
England and Wales.

After machinery and transport, England’s largest goods
export category is chemicals. In Wales it is mineral fuels. 

Businesses in each country also export to different
destinations, with Scottish and Welsh businesses being 
less dependent on EU countries. In Q2 2014 50% of English
goods exported went to the EU, compared with just 45% 
of exports from Scotland and Wales.

HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) data offers some surprising insights into the
different regional export trends across Great Britain.

Regional export trends
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Figure 3
Goods exported by product category as share 
of total goods exported (Q2 2014)

Source: HMRC. Source: HMRC.
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Figure 4
Goods exported to different regions as share
of total goods exported (Q2 2014)



Exports to countries included in the survey

China is now the world’s second largest economy and 
UK exports to the country have grown rapidly in recent
years – yet they still only make up a small share of the
total at just 3.3%. 

Similarly, the growing economies of South America, Africa
and the Middle East also represent a significant export
growth opportunity for UK businesses. The potential is even
greater in these markets because the consumers there are
willing to pay a premium for British-branded goods.

Among the eight countries that took part in this study, the UK’s largest goods export
market is the United States, with exports totalling around £40bn in 2013. The next
largest markets are Germany, France and the Republic of Ireland.
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Source: HMRC.

Source: HMRC.
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Figure 6
UK goods exported by destination, as a share of total goods exported (2013), %
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Calculating the value of ‘Made in Britain’
We considered five categories – general food products, general alcoholic
products, fashion items, high precision tools and automotives.

To estimate the premium commanded by ‘Made in Britain,
England, Scotland and Wales’ we compared these to
unlabelled products. In general, we found stark differences
between the responses given in the countries surveyed,
with a notable divide between established markets and
new and emerging ones. 

Figure 7 shows the average premium respondents 
are willing to pay for goods labelled as ‘Made in Britain’.
We found it’s consistently higher in the new and 
emerging markets (from 7.2% in Qatar to 3.1% in Brazil)
than in advanced economies (from 2.1% in the US to 
0.1% in Ireland). This offers a great opportunity for UK
businesses seeking export growth from more diversified
international trade.
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Figure 7
Average premium respondents are willing to pay for products
labelled ‘Made in Britain’ compared to unlabelled goods

“We found stark differences between the 
responses given in the countries surveyed,
with a notable divide between established
markets and new and emerging ones.”

Source: Cebr analysis.
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United States

£823m
China

£743m
Germany

£144m

Ireland

£23m

Brazil

£79m

South Africa

£90m

France

£91m

Qatar

£105m

The highest gains, around £0.8bn, would come from
exports to the US, the UK’s largest export market. This is
followed closely by potential gains of £0.7bn from exports
to China. However, given that UK goods exported to China
have grown significantly over the last decade, while exports
to the US have grown more slowly, it’s likely that the
potential gains from exports to China will soon outpace
those from the US, particularly as the Chinese middle class
is growing. 

Opportunities for more revenue

Across the countries surveyed, our research shows a total
of £2.1bn potential revenue that UK exporters could tap
into, by labelling their products ‘Made in Britain’. £1bn of
which could be gained across the four new and emerging
economies, compared to £1.1bn in the four advanced
markets. Given that the new markets of Brazil, Qatar, China
and South Africa account for a far smaller percentage of
our current exports, the potential for growth is huge.
Additionally, the survey doesn’t include large and growing
markets such as India, so the actual premium that could be
gained from exports to new and emerging markets as a
whole is likely to be substantially higher. 

The potential value of ‘Made in Britain’
Using the average premiums, we were able to estimate the total gains
exporters could make by marketing their goods as ‘Made in Britain’.
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Figure 8
Potential gains to be made from marketing 
as ‘Made in Britain’

Source: Cebr analysis.



Willingness to pay – the differences between
advanced markets and new and emerging economies 
The gap between advanced markets and new and emerging ones becomes
clearer when the average amount consumers are willing to pay for exported
goods is considered.

Across all five product categories, the gap in willingness 
to pay between advanced and new and emerging markets
was 4.5 percentage points. For individual products the 
gap is at its highest in the automotive category at 5.5
percentage points.

This represents a significant opportunity for UK businesses
to change their export strategy and focus their efforts on
these new economies. Of course, there are greater
challenges in dealing with a newer economy, but the
potential rewards make this an attractive option.
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Figure 9
Willingness to pay for products ‘Made in Britain’
versus unlabelled goods

Source: Cebr analysis.
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Willingness to pay – England, Scotland and Wales
The gap between the amount respondents in Europe and the US are willing 
to pay compared to those further afield also exists for products labelled 
‘Made in England’, ‘Made in Scotland’ and ‘Made in Wales’. 

Figure 10 shows that while the difference is most
pronounced in Great Britain, there is also a sizeable
difference for England, followed by Scotland and Wales.

The division between markets

As part of the survey, participants were also asked whether
they ever knowingly paid a premium for products from
England, Scotland, Wales or Great Britain. Again, there is 
a divide between those from Europe and the US and those
from new and emerging markets. 

Why are there such differences between the advanced
economies and new and emerging markets? Possible
reasons include:

• Cultural proximity and awareness

• Availability of goods

• The country of origin being thought of as a producer 
of quality in the absence of other product information.

We will consider this in more detail over the coming pages.
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Figure 10
Willingness to pay – new versus mature markets

Figure 11
Percentage of those who knowingly paid a premium for a
product from England, Scotland, Wales and Great Britain

Source: Cebr analysis. Source: Cebr analysis.
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The perception of British products

Interestingly, in some countries English products were
associated with a higher quality than British products in
general. This was true of France, the US, Ireland, Brazil, 
Qatar and South Africa, although the perceived difference
was very small. This result is particularity surprising given
that respondents were not willing to pay more for products

marketed as English, so it suggests that the quality of products
from a particular country isn’t the only factor that influences a
consumer’s willingness to pay. A higher share of German and
French respondents also indicated that they believe the quality
of Scottish products to be ‘very good’ or ‘good’ – yet again this
is not matched by their willingness to pay.

British products are seen as being of good quality by all those surveyed. In all
eight countries, at least 50% of respondents indicated that they perceived the
quality of British products to be ‘very good’ or ‘good’. Findings were similar for
products from England, Scotland and Wales, albeit less strong. 
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Figure 12
Perception of quality by origin

Source: Cebr analysis.
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The benefits of ‘flagging’

As part of the survey, respondents were also asked if they
were more or less likely to purchase products labelled with 
a country’s respective flag – a more visual way to frame the
origin of the product. 

In European countries and the US, almost a quarter of
respondents indicated that seeing the Union flag on a
product would make them more inclined to buy it. This
figure was considerably higher in China, Brazil, Qatar and
South Africa, where 60-70% would be more inclined to 
buy a product labelled with the Union flag. 

The impact of national flags

The survey showed that the individual nations’ flags carry
less weight and are rated almost exactly the same as each
other. In new and emerging markets between a fifth and 
a quarter are more inclined to make a purchase if either 
the English, Scottish or Welsh flag is displayed. Similarly, 
in advanced economies only 14% of respondents felt more
inclined to purchase when the English, Scottish or Welsh
flag labels the goods.

The way in which the country of origin information is displayed on products
can also affect consumer behaviour.
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Figure 13
Percentage of respondents who are more inclined 
to purchase a product if labelled with the following
flags, by country

Figure 14
Percentage of respondents who are more inclined 
to purchase a product if labelled with the following
flags, by advanced and new, emerging markets

Source: Cebr analysis.Source: Cebr analysis.
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The only time this didn’t hold true was for alcoholic
beverages, where labelling a product ‘Made in Scotland’
added a greater premium than ‘Made in Britain’ for
consumers in several countries, notably the US 
and Ireland. 

The powerful association of Scotland with whisky is something
that manufacturers in this speciality field should look to take
advantage of. However, this isn’t the case in emerging markets
– alcoholic beverages branded ‘Made in Britain’ commanded
bigger premiums in China and South Africa.

We’ve seen that when labelled ‘Made in England’, ‘Made in Scotland’ or 
‘Made in Wales’ goods tend to command lower premiums than those 
labelled ‘Made in Britain’. 

One notable exception – alcoholic beverages
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Source: Cebr analysis.

Figure 15
Willingness to pay premium – general alcoholic drink products
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Seizing the opportunities

Given the high percentage of exports from Britain to the 
EU at a time when the outlook for this market is subdued, 
it is unlikely that there will be a sustained trade-led
economic recovery if businesses continue with the status
quo. To grow their sales, UK businesses need instead to 
look to other markets, especially those further afield. 

Our research shows that British businesses are actually very
well placed to enter new and emerging markets, particularly
as the middle classes in these markets grow. Great Britain 
is generally seen as a quality supplier, so products marketed
as ‘Made in Britain’ appeal to both advanced and new,
emerging markets. 

In a time of increased competition, it is refreshing to see that those
products labelled as ‘Made in Britain’ can still fare extremely well in the
global marketplace.
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“Great Britain is generally seen as a 
quality supplier, so products marketed as 
‘Made in Britain’ appeal to both advanced
and new, emerging markets.” 

Whilst there are growth opportunities in the EU and US, 
the most substantial returns should be seen in new and
emerging markets. In some countries, the premium for
British-branded products is as high as 7%. The other labels
– ‘Made in England/Scotland/Wales’ – don’t have quite the
same appeal.

Rather than focusing on seemingly saturated European 
and US markets, British exporters will benefit from 
looking to the opportunities further afield – and these 
can best be seized by marketing under the 
‘Made in Britain’ umbrella.



Methodology 

This allowed us to establish the premium consumers would
be willing to pay for goods coming from Great Britain,
England, Scotland and Wales for general food products,
general alcoholic drink products, fashion items, high
precision tools and automotives. 

‘Stated preference’ is a survey method where respondents
are given hypothetical scenarios and asked open-ended
questions about their valuation of the goods. We prefer 
this method to direct estimation where the economic 
value can’t be directly observed or estimated based on
current data. 

YouGov carried out the survey for us online through its
Omnibus Service, asking a representative sample of around
1,000 adults from each country, between 2-18 September
2014. The exception is Qatar where only 153 consumers
took part. Where YouGov does not have a presence, their
partners carried out the survey on their behalf.

For each of the surveys conducted, the responding 
sample is weighted by the profile of the sample definition 
to provide a representative reporting sample. 

The profile is normally derived from census data or, if not
available from a census, from industry-accepted data. In
each of the surveys all figures have been weighted and are
representative.

The focus of this research is on the value of ‘Made in
Britain’, which includes England, Scotland and Wales. 
In places, official data on UK exports (including Northern
Ireland) are used, as data separating out Northern Ireland 
is not available.

To carry out this study we surveyed people from eight countries, using stated
preference techniques to estimate their willingness to pay for products from five
categories. We looked at how this changed, depending on the country from
which each product came. 
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Country Sample size Age ranges

US 1,127 18-24       25-34       35-44       45-54       55+

Germany 1,097 18-24       25-34       35-44       45-54       55+

France 1,010 18-24       25-34       35-44       45-54       55+

Republic of Ireland 1,089 18-24       25-34       35-44       45-54       55+

Brazil 1,007 18-24       25-34       35-44       45-54       55+

South Africa 1,021 18-24       25-34       35-44       45-54       55+

China 1,106 18-24       25-34       35-44       45-54       55+

Qatar 153 18-24       25-34       35-44       45-54       55+

“The focus of this research is on the 
value of ‘Made in Britain’, which includes
England, Scotland and Wales.”

Figure 16
YouGov survey sample sizes and sections



Key takeaways
• British exporters could unlock a premium of up to £2.1bn by branding their product as ‘Made in

Britain’ across the eight countries in this study

• There’s a stronger preference for British-branded products in new and emerging markets than in
developed markets

• The label ‘Made in Britain’ triggers a willingness to pay up to 7% more among customers in new and
emerging markets than for products with no label

• Across all product categories, the ‘willingness to pay’ gap between developed and new, emerging
markets is 4.5 percentage points

• 31% of customers in new and emerging markets have knowingly paid a premium for products from
Great Britain. The figure for respondents from developed countries is just 14%

• At least 50% of respondents in all countries considered the quality of British goods to be ‘good’ 
or ‘very good’. English, Scottish and Welsh products were also seen positively but often not to the
same extent.

To find out more about how Barclays can support your business, 
please call 0800 015 4242* or visit barclays.com/corporatebanking
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